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    Code of Conduct

    
        The purpose of a code of conduct for athletes is to establish a consistent expectation for athletes' behavior. As a member of ECAC, we ask swimmers to comply with the following statements.
    

    
        I will respect and show courtesy to my teammates and coaches at all times.
    

    
        I will demonstrate good sportsmanship at all practices and meets.
    

    
        I will set a good example of behavior and work ethic for my younger teammates.
    

    
        I will be respectful of my teammates' feelings and personal space.
    

    
        I will show respect for all facilities and other property (including locker rooms) used during practices, competitions, and team activities.
    

    
        I will come to practice prepared and ready to participate in the coach-planned sets & activities.
    

    
        I will refrain from foul language, violence as well as behavior deemed dishonest, offensive, or illegal.
    

    
        If I disagree with an official's call, I will talk with my coach and not approach the official directly.
    

    
        I will obey all of USA Swimming's rules and codes of conduct. I understand that if I violate this code of conduct, I will be subject to disciplinary action determined by my coaches and ECAC's board of directors.
    




    Observation Etiquette for Swim Team Practices

    
        Your help respectfully observing will help swimmers remain focused on the practice.

    
        Please keep photos limited: Photos can distract some of our youngest swimmers. Before practice or after practice would be the perfect time for a photo of the swimmer.

    
        Please avoid interacting with your child when in practice: Small interactions like, waving, correcting a behavior, giving high fives or passing along encouraging words can distract your child, but also distract other swimmers in the lane.

    
        Keep the focus on the practice: If your child wants to interact or speak with you, please refer the child to return to the class and focus on their swim coach's directions.

    
        Communicate with staff: If your swimmer has a learning, behavioral, or health concern that might call for special attention, please share this with the Coach on deck. We like to work together to form a team plan on how to best handle individual needs of our swimmers.

    
        Thank you,

        ECAC Coaches and Leaders
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